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Figure 2: Power Window applied to GCK / glucose levels
Coding carriers: each dot represents a carrier of a coding (non-LoF) variant in 300k UKB training set. 
Windows: each window analyzed is shown in pink if it had a + association, green if it had a - association, 
or grey if it had no association. PW and opp-PW: The final models summarizing all significant windows.

-Training: 300k UKB exomes
--Window size of 20 carriers
--65 gene-phenotype combinations with known associations
--PW models built for LoF or coding variants for each combo

-Testing: 128k unrelated UKB exomes
-Replication: 30k exomes from Healthy Nevada Project (HNP)

- Gene-based collapsing analyses of rare variants identify 
genes in which rare variants tend to impact a trait

- But identifying exactly which variants drive the signal for the 
gene is an unsolved problem, especially for missense

- Breaking genes into functional domains, exons, or traditional 
sliding windows produces uneven dstbn of statistical power

- This makes it hard to tell if unassociated regions are truly not 
associated or simply lack statistical power in the analysis

Figure 3: Performance of significant Power Window models in the 128K 
UKB test set for (A) binary and (B) quantitative traits.
Effect sizes and 95%CI for gene regions are defined by inclusion in a PW model (PW, pink dot) or 
exclusion from a PW model (non-PW, blue dot) and plotted against the score for the whole gene (grey 
cross). Percent of rare variant carriers in the gene that were included in the PW model are indicated. When 
there is a significant opposite direction of effect within a gene, these are isolated to their own group 
(opp-PW, green dot) and independently tested, and percent shown is for negative effect / positive effect 
models. Fold or % Δ shows how much the PW model improves over the whole-gene model. Similar 
replication was seen in the HNP 30k (data not shown).
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Figure 1: Power Window method for rare variant associations.
The method starts at one end of the gene and adds carriers until it hits the window size, 
e.g., 20 carriers of rare qualifying variants. After collapsing variants in that window together, 
it then moves over one variant and adds carriers until it hits the window size to build the 
next window. All windows analyzed in the gene have equal statistical power, and the results 
can be ranked.
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We tested PW for 65 well-known associations between a 
phenotype and rare variants collapsed at the gene level

Power Window can identify distinct regions of a gene in which rare 
variants have opposite effects on a quantitative trait

Power Window (PW) slides not by the number of bases or 
variants, but by the number of variant carriers–and thus 

the statistical power
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91% of Power Window models for coding variants improved the 
association compared to the whole gene in the test set:
-Quantitative traits: 127% mean effect size improvement

-Binary traits: 3.7x mean OR improvement


